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FOREWORD

Surveys of the profitability of cattle and sheep production,

especially the former, have in the past nearly always given a depressing

picture. There are indeed pessimists who maintain that every bfillock dies

in debt but farmers still continue to rear cattle. They do so for a

variety of reasons, not all of them economic - important considerations

but a poor excuse for an enterprise which loses money.

The aim of this report is to examine in detail the financial

performance of a sample of cattle and sheep farms in South West England

over a five year period.

The results are first presented in the conventional forms of gross

margins and net farm income. However, such measures do not tell the whole

story. As Sir Emrys Jones recently pointed out, trends in net farm incomes

can give a false impression. For this reason, detailed analyses have been

presented of the net cash flows and financial structure of the sample farms.

It is hoped that the results will contribute to a greater understanding of

the true financial position of cattle and sheep farming, and the relation-

ship between the trends in farm incomes and net cash flows.

The authors are indebted to Susan Martin and Peter Brown for their

valuable assistance in the analysis of the data, and to Marilyn Pinn for

her skill in typing the report. Special acknowledgement must be made of

the contribution of John Dunford. The benefit of his expertise in the

field of farm finance has resulted in a comprehensive picture of the

sources and utilisation of funds in a system of farming which is the most

difficult to assess in economic terms.

R C Rickard

Director of the Unit
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(i)

SUMMARY

1 This report deals with the financial changes which occurred over the

five year period 1977/78 to 1981/82 for an identical sample of 25

predominantly cattle and sheep farms in the South West.

2 They were family farms on which the management and labour force remained

unchanged. There was little variation in farm size over the period but

the proportion of owned land rose. A modest increase in the sheep

enterprise led to higher stocking rates but also to rather greater

reliance on bought fodder. Cash crops formed a constant proportion of

the farm area although there was evidence of a decline in the tilled

forage area. Silage continued to replace hay as a conserved fodder crop.

3 Gross output on the sample farms increased by 66 per cent over the five

years and total variable inputs and total gross margin by 69 and 64 per

cent respectively. However, total fixed inputs rose by 83 per cent and

net farm income consequently by only 34 per cent. In real terms, net

farm income declined. If management and investment income is taken as

the return on capital, the latter fell from 7.7 per cent in 1977/78 to

0.9 per cent in 1980/81, recovering to 5.5 per cent in the final year.

4 Since net farm income includes imputed costs but excludes certain actual

costs the financial analysis continued with the calculation of net

profit and of the main cash flows involved in the business (see Appendix

B for the methodology). Whereas the trading net cash flow, representing

the net inflow of funds from the farm trading activities gradually

increased over the five years the situation was very different after th
e

capital and personal net cash outflows were calculated. In each of the

five years there was a total net cash flow deficit ranging from an

average £334 per farm in 1977/78 to £5150 per farm in 1981/82. This

deficit was funded by increased credit use, and total loans rose by an

average £13677 per farm during the period. Bank overdrafts were the

major source of funds.

5 The authors contend that a cash flow analysis along the lines under-

taken is an essential supplement to conventional income analysis.

Despite the record increase in net farm income reported on many cattle

and sheep farms in 1981/82 the net cash flow deficit actually increased

in that year. Trends in the major cash flows not evident from income

comparisons have been identified.



6 A study of the implications of these trends on the balance sheets of

the sample farms found that because of the effect of asset revaluation,

in particular of land, buildings and machinery, the farm businesses

were very soundly based with net worth accounting for nine-tenths of

total assets. The significance of bank overdrafts within the total

loan structure increased. There was a marked decline in the liquidity

position on these farms but to a certain extent this was a reflection

of the increased use of bank overdrafts for the acquisition of fixed

assets.

7 A final analysis subdivided the farms according to the level of

interest paid in 1981/82. The low interest farms appeared to have

'adopted a non-borrowing policy and throughout the five years cash -flow

restrictions greatly limited their investment in stock, machinery and

buildings. Private living standards as measured by the personal net

cash flow rosé by less than the rate of inflation.

8 The high interest farms in contrast were willing to borrow money to

finance necessary investment and achieved higher incomes and an

improved standard of living. However,

problems for this type of farming will

of a more permanent nature, leading to

charges on future income. Both groups

a continuation of cash flow

result in recourse to borrowing

the possibility of increasing

of farms therefore suffered

disadvantages and a crucial factor seemed to be the farmer's outlook

on borrowing. The increase in net worth over the five years,

excluding both revaluation and the influence of private funds

introduced, was identical for both low and high interest farms at

only eight per cent.

9 The survey confirms the impressions contained in the last two years'

reports on Farm Incomes in the South West that cattle and sheep

profits, on average, are insufficient to maintain the necessary

investment in livestock, machinery and buildings, as well as a

reasonable standard of living. Any farm improvements which require

additional capital will probably have to be financed from external

sources with their consequent debt-servicing problems.



I INTRODUCTION

Is there a problem?

Among British farming systems the rearing of grazing livestock, and in

particular the production of meat from cattle and sheep, has often been

characterised as the 'poor relation' in terms of financial reward. Despite

a wealth of excellent technical and financial information published by such

bodies as the Agricultural Development and Advisory Service (ADAS) and the

Meat and Livestock Commission (MLC) which suggests that on a gross margin

basis these enterprises can produce good financial rewards, the overall

farm results continue to justify the Icinderellal image. These enterprises

are often associated with a relative lack of management control, both

physical and financial. There are many reasons for this, including the

traditional 'way of life' attitude once associated with beef and sheep meat

production and which still has an influence today. Many of these farms

operate with little or no borrowed money, and with modest private commit-

ments can survive without achieving a high level of profitability. Clearly

the immense variability of systems employed, particularly for beef, and the

influences of breed, of land quality and of management affect the results

obtained.

In the South West these enterprises are often associated with the

poorer qualitylowland farms and the marginal and upland areas of Bodmin

Moor, Dartmoor and Exmoor. In these areas there may be no suitable

alternative enterprises, whilst on other lowland farms, where dairying is

ruled out by personal inclination, beef cattle and sheep are typically

major enterprises with cereal production as a subsidiary. Commonly cattle

and sheep are not alternatives but rather complementary enterprises which

make for better utilisation of farm resources. The need for a greater

intensification of both cattle and sheep systems has long been advocated,

and over the past twenty years this has led to a gradual shortening of the

finishing process, together with ,an improved use of grassland through

higher stocking rates. However, this has involved the use of additional

capital resources and usually an increased reliance on external sources of

funds, thus affecting the capital structure of the business.

It should be understood that the variability in beef and sheepmeat

production systems make generalisations about the profitability or otherwise

.%
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of farms relying on these enterprises a hazardous business. The average

margins for different systems can show large variations in any one year,

and often depend largely on the accuracy of stock valuations when the

production process extends over more than one financial year. However, an

examination of farm incomes over a period of years could indicate trends

which would otherwise be difficult to identify. A recent report by the

present authors
1 
suggested that despite an apparent revival in the incomes

of a group of cattle and sheep farms in 1981/82 the underlying cash flow

position had actually deteriorated, resulting in an increase in bank over-

drafts within the year. This study attempts to provide firm evidence of

recent financial trends on farms broadly classified as of mainly cattle and

sheep type.

Objectives of the study

Through an examination of the overall financial performance of an

identical sample of mainly cattle and sheep farms over a five year period,

the objectives. were to establish:

1 the trend in output, costs and incomes

2 the associated pattern of capital investment

3 the effects of the above factors on borrowing and net worth

4 the difference between farms with and without substantial

borrowings.

The sample farms

The report is based on data obtained from an identical sample of

twenty-five livestock farms situated in the four counties of Cornwall,

Devon, Dorset and Somerset. The farms are included in the annual Farm

Management Survey conducted by the Unit and the principal criteria for the

inclusion of these farms in the present sample were:

1 a farming system based on cattle and sheep production and

deriving at least 50 per cent of their standard farm gross

margin from these entei-prises

1 Farm Incomes in South West England by B R Nixon and M M Turner,- Report

No 216, December 1982.
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2 the availability of comprehensive records including full
liabilities and assets data over the five year period
1977/78 to 1981/82

3 a continuity of management policy and of financial structure,

and an absence of atypical characteristics which could unduly

bias the group results.

All the 25 farms met these requirements. Although the sample includes

six farms situated within a less favoured area (LFA) these are essentially

marginal farms rather than hill farms proper, and they neither include

significant areas of rough grazing nor rely greatly on common moorland

grazings. In terms of both basic physical characteristics 'and finanoial

structure they conform closely to the 19 lowland farms and it is considered

that their inclusion in the group adds to, rather than detracts from, the

general validity of the results. This small sub-sample of farms is not

being used to represent all cattle and sheep farms in the South West but

rather to illustrate the physical and financial trends these particular

farms have experienced over the period. However, the differences between

this sub-sample and the larger group of similar farms included in the FMS

are not large and it is probable that the trends fairly reflect the

regional situation.

The study examines firstly the changes in size and policy which

occurred on these farms and continues with an analysis of the physical

production levels obtained. Secondly the trends in income levels are

related to the changes in physical production and to the prices of inputs

and outputs. The resulting cash flow situation in each of the five years

and the consequent effects on the recorded balance sheets are interpreted.

Finally, the impact of interest charges on these farm businesses are

examined through a comparative analysis of two sub-samples of farms, one

with high and the other with low levels of interest payments.

Changes in management and labour

There were few changes in either management or labour during the

period. In 1977/78 the farmer was listed as sole trader on 15 farms, a

category which in this survey includes farmer and spouse partnerships. Of

the remaining farms nine were managed by family partnerships and one

consisted of a partnership between unrelated persons. With one exception

the family partnerships were between father and son, and during the five
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years to 194/82 two further such partnerships were formed involving sons

already working on the holding concerned. The non-family partnership

ceased on the death of one partner in 1980 and the holding then passed to

the remaining partner as sole manager. In all there were only three

changes in management and there was, therefore, a high degree of continuity

in management over the study period.

Table 1.1 Changes in management and labour

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 198032

Farmer sole manager*

Partnerships:

Family

Other

15 14 13 ILk 14

9

1

10** 11** 11 11

1 1

Labour: labour units per farm

Regular incl. farmer & spouse 2.17 2.15 2.18 2.20 2.17

. Index 100 99 100 101 100

hours

Farmer and spouse 2459 2372 2459 2470 2633

Regular 2796 2788 2782 2771 2609

Casual 238 280 265 293 255

Total labour 5493 5440 5506 5534 5497

Index 100 99 100 101 100

*Includes farmer and spouse partnerships

**Son taken into father/son partnership

+Partner died

These farms are essentially family farms and in fact on several farms

family workers, usually sons, formed part or all of the hired workforce.

The actual amount of work required altered little apart from small annual

fluctuations, whether measured by labour units or by the estimated hours

worked. Table 1.1 shows that essentially the physical labour input was

constant, a finding which is possibly linked with the largely family nature

of the workforce ruling out labour-shedding.



Tenure, cropping and stocking

The year by year changes in farm size and tenure are set out in Table

1.2. Over the five years there was a decrease in the area recorded as

tenanted for the group as a whole,, from 44.8 per cent in 1977/78 to 35.1

per cent in 1981/82. The changes occurred during the three most recent

Table 1.2 The sample farms - size and tenure

.1.1101111NIMINNINI.

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Number of farms

Average size*: hectares
index

Tenure: % tenanted
index

25 25 25 25 25

91.5 92.7 93.1 93.2 92.4
100 101 102 102 101

44.8 44.8 42.1 37.9 35.1
100 100 94 85 78

*Utilised agricultural area (UAA)

years and relate almost entirely to changes in the ownership structure of

the existing land rather than to the acquisition of new land. About two-

thirds of the change in tenure status was the result of farm purchase by a

sitting tenant at a market valuation, the land affected thus passing from

tenanted to owner-occupied. The remaining third was accounted for by land

inherited from a relative, the transfer being accomplished at the estimated

market value.

Throughout this report farm size refers to the utilised agricultural

area (UAA) which excludes the area occupied by buildings, roads and

woodland. Without exception the difference between the UAA and total farm

size is very small and for these 25 farms averaged 3.0 hectares, or 3.1 per

cent of the total area, in 1981/82. The average farm size showed little

change, increasing from 91.5 hectares in 1977/78 to 93.2 hectares in

1980/81 but falling back to 92.4 in the final year. This represented a

negligible one per cent increase over, the survey period.

From Tables 1.3 and 1.4 it can be seen that the yearly cropping

pattern, and the relative areas of cash and forage crops, remained

remarkably constant over the period. Cash crops occupied 13.5 hectares of

the UAA in 1977/78, increased annually to 14.6 hectares in 1980/81, but
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dropped to 13.8 hectares in the final year. The predominant cash crop is

barley largely grown for feeding on the farm and there has been little

change in the area of wheat grown. Between 1977/78 and 1978/79 the area of

oats and dredge corn increased but has since declined annually. With only

one exception other cash crops are insignificant on these farms. No trend

Table 1.3 Changes in cropping pattern

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

hectares per farm

Cash crops: area 13.5 14.0 14.3 14.6 13.8
index 100 104 lo6 108 102

Forage: area 78.0 78.7 78.8 78.6 78.6

index 100 101 101 101 101

Total UAA: area 91.5 92.7 93.1 93.2 92.4
index 100 101 102 102 101

has been determined in the average cereal yield recorded on these farms,

but it should be noted that the yields obtained are below the average levels

recorded for the region by the total FMS sample. This may partly be the

result of the subsidiary nature of this enterprise on these predominantly

livestock farms but it is undoubtedly also related to the inherent land

quality of the farms involved.

The area of arable forage declined by an annual average of 10 per cent

over the five years reflecting the increased contribution of conserved

fodder. There was in fact a steady decrease in the number of farms growing

arable forage crops which fell from 17 in 1977/78 to 11 in 1981/82. This

decrease affected both kale and the fodder root crops although there was

evidence of a small increase in stubble turnips grown as a follow-on crop

after cereals. The proportion of grassland used for conservation as hay

and silage was identical in 1977/78 and 1981/82 at 28 per cent, but there

was a consistent increase in silage at the expense of hay. Table 1.4 '

clearly illustratesthe increasing popularity of silage in contrast to the

decline in haymaking, although hay is still the predominant method of

conservation on these farms accounting for 66 per cent of the total

conserved area in 1981/82 compared with almost 88 per cent in 1977/73.
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Table 1.4 Physical data relating to the sample farms

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Number of farms 25 25 . 25 25 25

Average size (hectares) 91.5 92.7 93.1 93.2 92.4

Cropping hectares per farm

Wheat* 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6

Barley* 10.3 12.1 12.7 13.0 11.9

Oats and dredge* 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.0 1.3

Total cereals* 13.2 14.8 15.2 15.5 . 13.8

Other cash crops* 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2

Total cash crops 13.5 14.0 14.3 14.6 13.8

Arable forage 3.4 3.3 3.1 2.8 2.2

Silage. main cut 2.7 3•5 4.0 5.7 7.5

Hay - main cut 19.3 17.1 18.4 16.4 14.5

Grazing 45.5 47.5 46.1 46.7 48.0

Rough 7.1 7.3 7.2 7.0 6.4

Total forage 78.0 78.7 78.8 78.6 78.6

Yields tonnes per hectare,

Cereals 3.8 3.9 4.2 3.9 4.0

Tenure per cent

Tenanted area 44.8 44.8 42.1 37•9 35.1

Stocking

Cows and bulls

Heifers in calf

Cattle over 2 years

Cattle 1 to 2 years

Cattle under 1 year

Ewes and rams

Ewe hoggs and sheep
over 1 year

Sheep under 1 year

grazing livestock numbers per farm**

27.3 27.9 28.1 28.4 27.7

4.3 4.0 3.8 3.4 3.6

10.6 12.0 11.3 10.0 7.9

33.4 33.0 36.3 35.4 37.8

39.0 39.6 42.8 45.5 42.5

189.8 198.9 206.1 215.4 215.5

66.6 60.3 48.0 48.8 57.9

128.6 119.9 138.4 141.8 147.3

*Includes double cropping and .contract crops, therefore totals may not agree.
**Annual averages.



Numbers and indices of livestock per farm are shown in detail in

Tables 1.4 and 1.5. In Table 1,5 the numbers of livestock have been

converted to livestock units and the annual changes shown in total and in

index form. Over the five years there was an overall 4 per cent increase

in the numbers of grazing livestock units per farm largely due to sheep.

Table 1.5 Changes in  stocking and stocking rates*

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Grazing livestock units per farm

Cattle: numbers 70.8 71.7 74.3 73.5 71.7

index 100 101 105 104 101

Sheep: numbers 44.4 43.7 45.2 46.8 48.4
index 100 98 102 105 109

Total grazing livestock:

numbers
index

Stocking rate:

Grazing livestock units

per forage hectare

Index

Grazing livestock units per

adjusted forage hectare

Index

115.2 115.4 119.5 120.3 120.1

100 100 lo4 lo4 lo4

1.48 1.47 1.52 1.53 1.53

100 99 103 10 10

1.55 1.50 1.54 1.53 1.50

100 97 99 99 97

*See glossary (Appendix C)

The number of cattle slightly rose in the period to 1979/80 but thereafter

declined, while sheep numbers increased successively in each year from

1978/79. The main feature of the stocking changes is this steady increase

in the sheep enterprise, partly at the expense of cattle numbers from

1979/80 onwards. Sheep accounted for 38 per cent of the total livestock

units in 1977/78 and 40 per cent in the final year, while ewe numbers in

1981/82 were 14 per cent higher (Table 1.4) than in the opening year.

Since there was no significant increase in the forage area it follows

that the stocking rate on these farms has risen. In fact in terms of total

livestock units per farm forage hectare the index shows a three per cent

increase over the survey period, but when this is adjusted for purchases of



fodder and keep the index started from a peak in 1977/78 but later fell

back to finish some three per cent below the 1977/78 level. The divergence

shown by the two measures suggests a slight increase in net purchases of

fodder and keep in support of the additional stock carried, any improvement

in farm forage production proving insufficient.

In summary, there appears to have been at least one significant change

in the pattern of farming on the study farms, namely the modest increase in

the sheep enterprise. This has led to higher stocking rates but also to

rather greater reliance on bought fodder. In other respects the changes are

less striking. Cash crops form a similar proportion of the farm area

although there is evidence of a decline in tilled forage crops. Similarly

haymaking is becoming less popular with more farmers switching to silage as

the major-conservation method. The average farm size changed very little

over the five years.
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II FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

This section examines the financial performance of the sample farms

between 1977/78 and 1981/82. There are various ways of expressing farm,

profits. The two conventional measures used in farm comparative analysis,

net farm income and management and investment income, are both used and

the significance of any changes examined. These are also related to the

investment in tenant's assets in a simple measure of return on capital.

The glossary contains definitions of the terms used in this report. The

foregoing measures, however, include imputed costs
1 
(or notional charges),

for which the business has not actually been liable, whilst excluding

certain items of expenditure, such as interest charges, which have actually

been met by the business. Other measures of 'profit' are therefore

necessary if the true cash flow position is to be ascertained. Accordingly

the process by which net farm income can be related first to profit in the

accountancy sense of the term and second to the business cash flow is used

to illustrate trends on these farms over the period. Finally the effects

of these trends on the group's assets and liabilities are examined and

related to levels of borrowing.

Outputs, inputs and income

The trends in outputs, inputs and income for the 25 cattle and sheep

farms are presented in detail in Table 2.1 and in index form in Table 2.2.

Over the period total output rose by 66 per cent to £43980, the largest

contribution coming from the cattle enterprise which formed 47 per cent of

output in 1977/78 and almost 50 per cent in 1981/82. The sheep enterprise

contributed 27 per cent of output in 1981/82 against 28 per cent in 1977/78,

the increase in performance of the last two years in which the European

Community's sheep regime has been in operation merely compensating for the

earlier period of relative decline. The index of variable inputs reached

169 in the final year and that of total gross margin 164. In the area of

fixed inputs, however, the increase was more substantial. Fixed inputs

rose 83 per cent over the five years, the largest increase being recorded

for rent and rates which more than doubled to £5099 per farm, or £55 per

hectare, in 1981/82. Overall, net farm income rose from g6814 to £9122

per farm, an increase of 34 per cent. When allowance is made for the

1 Rental value, imputed rent on improvements, unpaid labour and

depreciation.
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Table 2.1 Outputs inputs and net farm income

1977/73 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Number of farms

Average size (hectares)

25 25 25 25 25

91.5 92.7 93.1 93.1 92.4

E per farm

Milk 414 288 205 249 297

Cattle 12354 14785 15886 17392 21752

Sheep 7395 8286 8017 9228 11746

Pigs 1065 1133 1217 1252 1406

Poultry 31 40 49 24 -

Cash crops 4057 5036 6330 6414 6596

Miscellaneous 1198 1220 1897 2302 2183

Total output 26514 30788 33601 36861 43980

Feedingstuffs

Other livestock costs

Seeds

Fertilisers

Other crop costs

Casual labour

Contract

Total variable inputs

4841 5616 6288 6501 7404

743 1202 1422 1717 1759

528 587 60 597 636

2065 2492 2743 2915 3406

304 464 879 870 932

250 343 391 482 422

381 504 712 822 892

9112 11208 13038 13904 15451

Gross margin 17402 19580 20563 22957 28529

Regular labour

Machinery

Rent and rates

General overheads

2854

3635

2530

1569

3191

4130

3012,

1896

3881

4757

3622

1963

4605 5298

5885 6062

4464 5099

2421 2948

Total fixed costs 10588 12229 14223 17375 19407

Net farm income 6814 7351 6340 5582 9122

Labour of farmer and spouse 3508 3773 4371 5038 5390

Management and investment income 3306 3578 1969 544 3732

Tenant's capital 42745 49735 57153 ,62655 68388

Return on tenant's capital (%) 7.7 7.2 3.4 0.9 5.5
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manual labour of the farmer and spouse the remainder, termed management

and investment income, only rose £426 to £3732 (13 per cent) over the five

year period. At the same time the index of tenant's capital rose to 160.

If management and investment income is taken as the return on tenant's

capital the situation looks far from satisfactory. Whereas in the earlier

years return on capital averaged over 7 per cent, in 1980/81 it had fallen

to 0.9 per cent and in 1981,/82 recovered only to 5.5 per cent. This is

little more than half the comparable figure recorded for the full FMS

sample of 265 farms in the South West in that year.

The indices of outputs, inputs and income shown in Table 2.2 can be

compared with those in Appendix A, Table 4 which illustrate the national

Table 2.2 Indices of outputs, inputs and income

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Total farm output

Variable inputs

Gross margin

Fixed inputs

100 116 127 139 166

loo 123 143 152 169

loo 113 118 132 164

loo 115 134 164 183

Net farm income 100 108 93 82 134

Farmer and spouse 100 108 125 144 154

Management and investment

income 100 108 60 16 113

Tenant's capital 100 116 134 147 160

Return on capital 100 .94 , 44 _ 12 71

trends. The index of total farm output rose by more than either the beef

or sheepmeat price indices, suggesting a physical increase in outputs.

This conclusion is supported by the modest increase in stock numbers.

However, this brought an associated rise in costs, in particular of

feedingstuffs which on the sample farms increased by 53 per cent. Since

the national feed price index stood at 126 for the corresponding period

there was clearly a marked increase in the quantity ,fed. . The trend. in

fixed inputs closely matches that in the official indices which underlines

the increasing significance of these costs in recent years.

Table 2.3 sets out the trends in income in current and in real terms.

The base year 1977/78 was itself a far from easy one since many farmers



were still recovering from the after effects of the drought in 1976. The

figures indicate that the purchasing power of the farm income on this group

of farms failed to keep pace with inflation after 1978/79, and even the

increases experienced in 1981/82 failed to restore the values of five years

before.

The effects of the 'cost-price squeeze' suggested by the official

indices in Appendix A, Table 4, are clearly shown by these figures. Net

farm income in real terms fell from £6814 per farm in 1977/78 to £3823 in

1980/81 before recovering to £5596 in the final year. Management and

investment income in real terms was even more drastically affected ending

the period at only 69 per cent of the 1977/78 level.

Table 2.3 Trends in incomes in current and real terms

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Net farm income E per farm

In current terms 6814 7351 6340 5582 9122

Index 100 108 93 82 134

In real terms* 6814 6744 5032 3823 5596

Index 100 99 74 56 82

Management 8: investment income

In current terms 3306 3578 1969 544 3732

Index 100 108 60 16 113

In real terms* 3306 3283 1563 373 2290

Index 100 99 47 11 69

Retail price index 100 109 126 146 163

*Adjusted by the retail price index

Net farm income, profit and cash flow

This section examines the changes which occurred in the contribution

made by net farm income to total farm fund requirements over the five year

study period. The derivation of net cash flow from net farm income is

fully discussed in Appendix B, and the method adopted identifies the annual

net change in external borrowing. This includes all formal loans or credit

arrangements whether short or long term but excludes changes in trade

credit. Before proceeding to discuss the results obtained a note of

caution is necessary. There are a number of inter-relationships between

several of the measures presented and an exercise of this type cannot deal
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Table 2.4 Net farm income net cash flow and changes in credit use

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

NET FARM INCOME

Add: Unpaid labour
Rental value

NET PROFIT BEFORE INTEREST

Less: Interest charges

NET PROFIT AFTER INTEREST

Add: Depreciation
Creditors increase (decrease)

Less: Valuation increase
Debtors increase

E per farm

6814 7351 6340 5582

1572 1186 1850 2163
1747 2151 2619 3213

9122

2980
3826

10133 10688 10809 10958 15928

487 748 1458 2169 2474

• 9646 9940 9351 8789 13454

1912 2329 2463 3272 3365
148 748 1257 (75) 593

11706 13017 13071 11986 17412

. 3946 4582 4898 1067 7012
336 439 332 231 632

TRADING NET CASH FLOW th/ 7424 7996 7841 10688 9768

Net capital outflow (inflow):

Machinery 2073 2341 3358 2398 3159
Land and buildings 735 6014 1983 2107* 3728
Miscellaneous assets 21 (157) 558 (59)

CAPITAL NET CASH FLOW {B} 2808 8376 5184 5063 6828
.;

TRADING AND CAPITAL NET
CASH FLOW (deficit) {A-} 4616 (380) 2657 5625 2940

Private funds:

Private drawings 5465 6914 7427 7231 8980
Less: Private funds introduced 515 2600 1682 861* . 890

PERSONAL NET CASH FLOW (deficit) {C} 4950 4314 5745 6370 8090

TOTAL NET CASH FLOW (deficit){A-B-C1 (334) (4694) (3088) (745) (5150)

Financed by increase (decrease)
in credit use:

Long term loans: AMC - 1300 (4) •55 (1)
Bank 107 375 247 402 (177)
Other 149 1772 (330. 25 611

Total {D} 256 3447 (93) . 482 433

Short term loans: Bank overdraft 45 1188 2708 364 4702
Other 33 59 473 (101) 15

Total {E} 78 1247 3181 263 4717

Total change in credit use D+E} 334 • 4694 3088 745 5150

Accumulated total loans 6058 10752 13840 14585 1973

*Excludes inherited land



with all of them simultaneously. In general the effect of inflation will

tend to lead to increases in the money values of both creditors and debtors.

However, there exists an inter-relationship, between the respective levels

of creditors and of the bank balance or overdraft which is independent of

inflation. For example the delayed payment of trade accounts will favour

the bank position but will be reflected in the level of creditors. Another

example concerns the practice of buying certain inputs, notably fertiliser,

several months in advance of requirements to take advantage of out-of-

season discounts or because of anticipated price rises, which has

implications for the value of creditors and bank account and for the

closing valuation of stores. The existence of these and similar links

must be borne in mind when interpreting the data.

The adjustments progressively made to net farm income to produce

measures of profit and various net cash flows are set out in Table' 2.4 with

certain key indices in Table 2.5. By comparison with net farm income net

profit before interest registered a marginal increase in each year to

1980/81 with a substantial increment in 1981/82. However, there was a

strong trend towards higher interest charges and these rose from 4.8 per

cent of net profit in 1977/78 to 15.5 per cent in the final year.

Consequently net profit after interest declined in 1979/80 and 1980/81

although it increased to £13454 per farm in 1981/82. The impact of

interest charges on these farms is discussed in more detail later in the

report.

Table 2.5 Indices of income, profit, cash flow and loans

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Retail price index 100 109 126 146 163

Net farm income 100 108 93 82 134

Net profit before interest 100 105 107 108 157

Net profit after interest 100 103 97 92 139

Trading net cash flow 100 108 106 144 132

Capital net cash flow 100 298 185 180 243

Trading and capital net
cash flow 100 (8) 58 122 64

Private drawings 100 127 136 132 164

Private funds introduced 100 505 327 167 173

Total net cash ,flaw (deficit) 100 1405 924 223 1542

Accumulated total loans 100 177 228 241 326
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In marked contrast to the foregoing measures of profitability, trading

net cash flow reached a peak in 1980/81 and declined in the following year

when all other indicators registered a record increase in incomes. This

apparent anomaly provides ample justification for the approach adopted in

the present analysis, and largely results from the significant proportion

of so-called 'paper profit' which has so frequently been a feature of farm

incomes in recent years. Inflationary increases in the market values of

farm outputs influence, quite rightly, the valuations adopted at the end of

the accounting period. However, when market prices stabilise they also

reduce the amount of valuation increase and thus actual cash inflow

represents a greater proportion of net farm income. The data in-Table 2.4

show that this situation occurred in 1980/81, whilst the decline in trading

net cash flow in 1981/82 was masked by a substantial increase in valuation.

The capital net cash deficit stems from the net expenditure on

machinery, on land, buildings and improvements, and on miscellaneous

business assets, the latter consisting mainly of investment in farm

cooperatives. Since the investment in land and buildings is examined below

comment at this stage will be confined to the level of machinery investment.

Inevitably the annual figure fluctuates since this is an item of

expenditure where the farmer can exercise strict control if necessary.

However, it is interesting to note that the average annual investment was

£2666 per farm, which compares with the average depreciation charge of

£2668 calculated on a replacement cost basis. The Unit has evidence that

the replacement cost method of calculating depreciation currently gives

reasonably consistent results, and these figures therefore suggest that in

broad terms there was no improvement in the size or quality of the machinery

inventory.

The personal net cash flow consists of private drawings as an outflow

less the inflow of private funds introduced. Bearing in mind that private

drawings include taxation and provision (if any) for pension arrangements,

and in some cases includes more than one family, the average level at £8980

per farm in 1981/82 does not seem excessive. The increase in drawings over

the five years almost exactly mirrors that in the retail price index as

Table 2.5 shows. Private funds introduced include in several instances

money clearly intended to finance capital projects, in addition to small

scale current receipts of a non-farm nature. The former are therefore'

incorporated in the analysis of capital expenditure below.
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The sample farms recorded a deficit in total net cash flow terms in

each of the five years, ranging from £334 per farm in 1977/78 to E5150 per

farm in 1981/32. These deficits were funded by additional borrowing and

thus total loans increased from an average, £6058 per farm in 1977/78 to

£19735 in 1981/82. This increase of nearly p1.4000 per farm was equivalent

to 226 per cent over five years.

These figures, however, include the effects of purchases of tenanted

land and of expenditure on additional land and on farm improvements, and it

may be argued that benefits in terms of the occupiers' net worth should

also be taken into account. This is in fact considered later but a further

analysis of this capital expenditure is presented in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6 Land and improvements : capital expenditure

private funds and net funding deficit

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

E per farm
Expenditure on:

Buildings and improvements' 321 602 1646 1013 1317

Additional land 414 2173 337 742 -

Existing land - •3239 - 352 2411

Total net expenditure 735 6014 1983 2107 3728

Less: Funds introduced
+

285 2187 540 575 703

Net funding deficit 450 3827 1443 1532 3025

*Net of grants
+Funds introduced specifically for financing land, buildings and improvements.

This shows the effect of land purchase on the total capital expenditure

on land and improvements, and when the land factor is excluded the invest-

ment in improvements was relatively modest, averaging an annual £980 per

farm. Little additional land was purchased, the bulk of the expenditure on

land being the result of two instances where sitting tenants purchased their

farms. The timing of such investment is beyond the control of most tenant

farmers and thus a decision to purchase is usually made on a "nortor never!!

basis. Funds introduced specifically for financing this capital expenditure

have been incorporated in order to derive the net funding deficit incurred

through capital investment in land and improvements.
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Having identified this net funding deficit Table 2.7 relates this to

the total net cash flow deficit for each year. Machinery investment has

been deducted from the trading net cash flow since this was associated with

the continuance of the farming activities. After allowing for the personal

net cash outflow there was a funding deficit in three out of five years,

excluding any expenditure on land and improvements. The largest deficit of

£2125 per farm occurred in 1981/82, the year which saw such a substantial

increase in incomes.

Table 2.7 Reconciliation of adjusted trading, capital

and personal net cash flows

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

2, per farm

Trading and machinery
net cash flowl 5351 5634 4640 7732 6668

Personal sector deficit
2

(5235) (6501) (6285) (6945) (8793)

Surplus (deficit) before
land and improvements 116 (867) (1645) 787 (2125)

Net deficit on land and
improvements3 (450) (3827) (1443) (1532) (3025)

Total net cash flow (deficit) (334) (4694) (3088) (745) (5150)

1 Trading net cash flow less investment in machinery and miscellaneous
business assets

2 Private drawings less current non-farm cash receipts

3 Net capital expenditure on land, etc., less associated private funds
introduced.

A further analysis dealing with the sources and uses of funds, derived

from the data found in Table 2.4, is presented in Table 2.8, and shows the

relative importance of the major sources of funds for the sample farms.

Although net profit before interest is clearly the principal source of

funds, in only one of the five years did it provide in excess of 70 per

cent of the total requirement. In 1978/79 private funds represented a

significant source, coinciding with the purchase of his farm by a sitting

tenant. This transaction also involved a substantial long term loan from

the Agricultural Mortgage Corporation. In two of the last three years

short term loans provided the bulk of additional funds over and above the

contribution from trading, consisting mainly of an extension in bank

.;
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overdraft facilities. However, in 1981/82 this was mainly associated with

the second instance of farm purchase by a sitting tenant. Because it is

an imputed cost depreciation is listed as a source of funds and represented

between 11 and 21 per cent of total funds.

Table 2.8 Percentage composition of utilised funds

- by source and use

 111.1.01111.1.M... 

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Source of funds

Net profit before interest 78 52 57 69 63

Depreciation 15 11 13 21 13
.1

Net increase in trade credit - 2 5 - -
Private funds introduced 4 12 9 5 4
Increase in long term loans 2 17 - 3 2
Increase in short term loans 1 6 16. 2 18

Total 100 100 100 100 100

Uses of funds

Increase in valuation 31 22 26 7 28
Interest charges 4 4 8 14 10
Net decrease in trade credit

2
i - - 2 -

Capital expenditure 22 40 27 32 27
Private drawings 42 34 39 45 35

Total 100 100 100 100 100

1 Increase in creditors less increase in debtors

2 Increase in debtors less increase in creditors.

Valuation increase accounted for at least a fifth of utilised funds in

four years but in 1980/81 amounted to only 7 per. cent. Interest charges

tended to claim a greater proportion of funds through the period. The

proportion of total funds deployed represented by private drawings

inevitably varied inversely with the proportional importance of capital

expenditure within that total, but even so accounted for not less than a

third of the funds allocated in each of the five years.

The incidence of interest charges

Given the three-fold increase in total loans over the study period and

the general rise in interest rates it is not surprising that total interest

charges on the sample farms leapt from £487 per farm in 1977/78 to £2472

per farm in /94/82. Table 2.9 compares this rise in interest charges with
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certain other factors, and shows that their importance has markedly

increased. In relation to both total output and to net profit (before

interest) interest charges rose progressively for three years and declined

slightly in 1981/82. However, in relation to trading cash flow (before

interest) they successively accounted for a greater proportion ineach year

and reached 20.2 per cent in 1981/82. The ratio of interest charges to

total external liabilities doubled from 4.9 per cent in 1977/78 and ended

at 9.7 per cent in 1981/82, a reflection of higher interest rates and of

changes in the typical loan structure of these farms. The latter will be

dealt with in the following section.

Table 2.9 The incidence of interest charges

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

E per farm

Accumulated total loans 6058 10752 13840 14585 19735

Interest charges 487 748 1458 2169 2474

Interest as percentage of: % % oof % %

Total output 1.3 2.4 4.3 5.9 5.6

Net farm income 7.2 10.2 23.0 38.9 27.1

Net profit (before interest) 4.8 7.0 13.5 19.8 15.5

Trading net cash flow
(before interest) 6.2 8.6 15.7 16.9 20.2

Total external liabilities 4.9 4.9 7.7 10.9 9.7

A majority of the farms paid some interest charges throughout the

whole period while .a smaller, although increasing, number of farms operated

with bank overdrafts. Table 2.10 sets out the details. Although there was

but a slight increase in the number of farms incurring some form of

interest charges over the five years there is evidence of more farms

relying on bank overdrafts between 1977/78 and 1981/82. The actual level

of both interest charges and bank overdrafts increased by more than the

retail price index and this corroborates the evidence already presented

concerning the insufficiency of total cash flow.

That interest now accounts for a significantly greater share of net

farm income and of net profit on these farms cannot be disputed. This has

been caused, at least in part, by higher borrowings as a result of capital
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Table 2.10 Interest charges and bank overdrafts

1977/78 1978/79 • 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Farms with interest charges*

Number of farms 18 19 18 17 20

E per farm 677 984 2025 3189 3092

Index 100 145 299 471 1157

Farms with bank overdrafts

Number of farms 11 11 15 14 16

it per farm 7352 9869 10564 12314 17830

Index 100 134 144 167 243

Retail price index 100 109 126 146 163

*All interest charges

expenditure. The inadequacy of trading cash flow to provide for such

capital requirements has therefore produced a situation where an increasing

proportion of the available cash is being accounted for by interest payments.

The implications of this trend for the long term stability of the farm

businesses are examined in Chapter III with reference to farms bearing high

interest charges in contrast to those with low interest.

Changes in liabilities and assets

Although much of the earlier analysis has been derived from information

contained within the recorded balance sheets of the sample farms, this study

would be incomplete without an assessment of the asset and liability

structure of the businesses over the five years. - A detailed explanation of

the construction and interpretation of the farm balance sheet will be found

in an earlier Unit publication
1
, but the following brief comments may help

those who are unfamiliar with the document.

The balance sheet is an accounting statement which has two main

functions:

1 Davies, G.D.D., and Dunford, W.J. The Farm Balance Sheet : Its
Construction and Interpretation, Report No 167, September 1967.
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1 to provide a list of the total assets owned by a business and
of the sources of funds with which those assets were acquired,
thus establishing all claims which could be made against the
business at the date of the balance sheet,

2 to provide a concise record of the sources and importance of
additional funds used by the business during a specified ,
accounting period.

The assets of a business comprise all those items with a realisable

money value, and within the balance sheet they are normally ranked

according to the facility with which they can be converted into cash,

bearing in mind the continuing production requirement of the business.

Those assets which entail a long term commitment of funds and which do not

enter directly into the production process, including land and buildings,

machinery and breeding livestock, are termed fixed assets since their value

cannot be realised without seriously affecting the productive capacity of

the farm business. Current assets include the remainder of the physical

assets of the farm and the more liquid funds of debtors and bank credit

balances. The liabilities on the balance sheet represent a schedule of all

claims upon the funds invested in the business, the residual claim being

that of the owner after all assets have been realised and all external

claims met. This may be termed net worth or owner equity. Essentially

the balance sheet records the funds used by a business and the uses to

which those funds have been put, and thus the two sides of the balance

sheet must always be equal.

The assets and liabilities for the 25 farms over the period are shown

in Table 2.11 with full details of the net worth reconciliation contained

in Appendix A, Tables 1 and 2. It should be understood that under

conditions of inflation, amendments to the value of land and buildings and

of machinery may prove necessary at regular intervals if the current worth

of the business is to be more accurately displayed, and consequently the

data are presented both with and without revaluation increments. Excluding

revaluation the value of total assets increased by only 26 per cent but

rose by 77 per cent to £262895 per farm if this element is included. In

total, the revaluation increment amounted to £74982 per farm over the five

years and represented over 28 per cent of the value of total assets in the

final year. Tenant's physical assets at £67488 per farm represented about

a quarter of total assets inclusive of revaluation by the end of the five

year period.



Table 2.11 As ets and liabilities

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Assets

Land and buildings
- excluding revaluation
-(including revaluation)

Tenant's physical assets
- excluding revaluation
-(including revaluation)

Tenant's liquid assets

Total assets
- excluding revaluation
-(including revaluation)

Liabilities

Long and medium term loans

Bank overdraft

Other short term loans
and HP

Creditors

Total external liabilities

Net worth
- excluding revaluation
-(including .revalUation)

Total liabilities
- excluding revaluation

-(including revaluation)

E per farm

101618 107762 109876 117893 121932

(142220) (167565) (186039) (190827)

43327 48019. 53699 54582 61401
(49591) (57647) (60248) (67488)

3732 4090 3711 4135 4580

148677 159871 167286 176610 187913

(195901) (228923) (250422) 262895)

4702 8149 8056 8538 3971

3235 4342 6339 6896 1/411

33 92 565 464 479

2047 2795 4052 3977 4570

10017 15378 19012 19875 25431

138660 144493 148274 156735 162482
(180523) (209911) (230547) (237464)

148677 159871 167286 176610 187913
(195901) (228923) (250422) (262895)

Indices of assets and liabilities (excluding revaluation)

Land and buildings

Tenant's physical assets

Tenant's liquid assets

Total assets

Total external liabilities

Net worth

100

100

100

100

100

100

106

111

Iio

1o8

154

104

108

124

95

113

190

407

116

126

111

119

198

113

120

142

123

126

254

117
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Total external liabilities increased over the period by 154 per cent

to end at E25431 per farm in 1981/82, long term loans.accounting.for 35 per

cent of this total compared with 47 per cent in the first year. Bank over-

drafts increased in significance from 32 per cent of total external

liabilities to 45 per' cent over the period. This is partly a reflectionof

what appears to be a change in the lending policy operated by the major

clearing banks. Whereas formerly loans associated with the acquisition of

land and permanent buildings would typically have been under fixed term

arrangements spanning several years, there seems to be an increasing

willingness to include such loans under an umbrella overdraft facility.

This could result in their appearance under short term loans in the present

analysis and the implications of this are discussed later in the report.

The relationships between certain components of the balance sheet can

be compared by expressing them as ratios, and Table 2.12 presents a series

of such ratios based on the aggregate data. The first such measure, the

Table 2.12 An assessment of financial stability

using balance sheet ratios*

Ratio (as percentage) 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Owner equity -

Net worth
Total assets

Gearing -

(1) Long term loans 
3.4 4.5 3.8 3-7 3.8

Net worth

93-3 92.2 91.7 92.1 90.3

4- Total loans 
(2) 

Net worth 5-7 7.0 7.1 6.9 8.8

Fixed assets -

Fixed assets
Total assets

Current -

Current assets
Current liabilities

Liquidity -

Liquid assets

Current liabilities

86.5 88.0 88.2 89.1 87.7

376.6 325.6 246.1 239.7 196.0

70.2 56.6 33.9 36.5 27.8

*Including revaluation

+An extended measure of gearing which includes short term loans
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owner equity ratio, indicates the long term solvency position of the

business. With the value of land and buildings exerting a dominant effect

on both fixed assets and net worth these ratios not unexpectedly suggest

excellent long term stability. Net worth represents at least nine-tenths

of the total assets on these farms and in that sense the businesses are

soundly based. Two measures of gearing have been employed. The

conventional one indicates a reasonably constant relationship between long

term loans and net worth. The second measure of gearing has been included

in recognition of the evident use of bank overdrafts for funding investment

in land and improvements. It reveals a modest increase in the significance

of total loans over the five years, but even so they account for little

more than a twelfth of net worth.

The fixed asset ratio, a guide to the asset structure of the business,

ranged between 86 and 90 per cent over the period. Given the magnitude of

the base figures, small annual fluctuations in this ratio are unlikely to

be significant. However, the level indicates the relatively small

proportion of total assets formed by working assets on these farm

businesses, a finding which accords with other investigations.

The two remaining ratios are concerned with liquidity, that is with

the ability of the business to meet its commitments as they fall due. The

first of these, the current ratio, measures the relationship between

current assets and current liabilities. If current liabilities exceed

current assets then the business is in a vulnerable short term position

because it risks having to meet essentially short term claims by disposing

of fixed assets. This course of action would inevitably affect the

productive capacity of the farm. There was a marked decline in the

liquidity position on these farms over the five years, although current

liabilities were nevertheless still safely covered by current assets in

the ratio of two to one in 1981/82. This trend was influenced by the use of,

in some instances, bank overdrafts for the acquisition of fixed assets;

to the extent that this occurred it has increased the apparent vulnerability

of the businesses in the short term.

A more stringent test of liquidity is the liquidity ratio which

assumes the imminent withdrawal of existing short term credit. This

indicates the cover afforded short term credit sources by current assets

which can be readily turned into cash. There was a striking decrease in
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this measure from about 70 per cent of current liabilities in 1977/78 to

only 28 per cent in 1981/82. It follows that earlier comments regarding

the uses to which bank overdrafts are being put are pertinent at this point

also. There are few, if any, circumstances in which a business could cover

loans in the, form of overdrafts used for land, buildings or improvements by

an adequate level of liquid assets.

It is necessary to emphasise that any ratio which involves a

distinction being drawn between long term and short term loans should be

used with great care. It does not follow that this trend in funding

pattern should be regarded as outdating in any way the rule that any

borrowing associated with the acquisition of fixed assets should be from

long term sources in the interests ofsolvency. This principle will still

apply, at least to the extent that the bank regards the overdraft in these

circumstances as a long term commitment. In farming the bank overdraft

appears now to be regarded more as a medium term liability rather than the

current liability which, strictly speaking, it is. This more flexible

attitude on the part of bankers is believed to have resulted from two main

factors. Firstly, there was considerable competition for the available

business during the second half of the 1970s and this competition was

increased by the clearing banks' admitted policy of gaining a greater share

of the lending on agricultural land. Secondly, there was great uncertainty

over the long term trend in interest rates which encouraged the adoption of

a more fluid loan structure on many farms for at least a temporary period.

These changes have had implications for the use of any balance sheet

ratio involving a distinction between long term and short term loans. The

present authors have previously attempted to extend to the balance sheet

the convention by which all farms are treated as tenanted for comparative

purposes.
1

It is possible that further work in this direction will lead to

a clearer understanding of the effects that annual changes in farm incomes

have on tenant-type liabilities and assets. Meanwhile a modification in

the measurement of gearing also now seems desirable in the light of

changing lending practice. An extended gearing ratio which relates total

loans to net worth avoids the need for allocation between long and short

term loans. However, to the extent that the bank overdraft has been used

to finance current assets the ratio will tend to overstate the level of

1 See Farm Incomes in South West England 1980/81, Report No 213, December

1981 and 1981/82, Report No 216, December 1982.
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long term borrowing and the associated level of charges on future income.

Consequently the two measures of gearing included in Table 2.12 can be

regarded as usefully bracketing the true gearing position which will lie

at some intermediate point. *
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III HIGH AND LOW INTEREST FARMS COMPARED

The major analysis of this report concentrates on the full group of 25

farms selected for the study. Inevitably within this group there is a

considerable range of financial circumstances which is concealed by the

averages as shown. In order to gain some understanding of what significant

differences exist between farms with and without a considerable level of

external liabilities, the group was subdivided according to the amount of

interest paid in 1981/82. This included all interest irrespective of how

it was incurred. It must be emphasised at the outset that the small size

of the resulting groups necessitates great care in the interpretation of

the data.

Classification

The group of farms was subdivided by quartiles. At the rounded median

level of interest, £1000 per farm in 1981/82, 13 farms could be classified

as 'low interest' and 12 as 'high interest'. Table 3.1 indicates the

changes which occurred in the classification of these farms since 1977/78.

Table 3.1 Classification of farms by level of interest charges in 1981/82

(including change in classification since 1977/78)

Quartile group

Change in classification

1981/82 since 1977/78

Number Interest With With

of per farm No decreasing increasing

farms (E) change interest interest

Group 1 7 35 5 2
(1)

'Low interest' <,

'Group 2 6 521 2 
4(2)

rGroup 3 6 2340 2

'High interest'

LGroup 6 7405

All farms 25 2474 6 5

Both from Group 2

Includes three from Group 3 and one from Group 4

Includes two from Group 2 and two from Group 1

From Group 3
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The groups of farms falling below and above the lower and upper quartiles

respectively remained fairly static. In the former case this indicates a

consistency among those farms which have resisted borrowing funds from

outside sources, whilst the latter group have been either unwilling or

unable to reduce their level of borrowing relative to the other farms in

the sample. Within the 'low interest' group, four had no interest charges

at all and a further two had only insignificant amounts, compared with

seven and four respectively in 1977/78. In 1981/82 interest charges in

the 'high interest' group were grouped between £1142 and £7946 per farm,

and only one farm fell outside this range at £12099.

Physical and financial aspects

The physical details of the low interest and high interest farms

respectively are set out in Table 3.2. There was a marked difference in

Table 3.2 High and low interest farms : physical details per farm

'Law interest' farms 'High interest' farms

1977/78 1981/82 % change 1977/78 1981/82 % change

Number of farms 13 13 - 12 12 -

Average size
(hectares) 79.2 79.1 - 104.9 106.9 2

Tenure: % owner-
occupied 67.2 67.3 _ 45.3 62.9 39

Cropping: % cash
crops 16.6 16.5 13.2 13.5 2

Stocking

Grazing livestock
units (GLUs):

cattle 56.7 54.4 -4 86.1 90.4 5

sheep 50.7 53.2 5 37.6 43.2 15

total 107.4 107.5 - 123.7 133.6 8

Stocking rate:

GLUs per forage
hectare 1.63 1.63 - 1.36 1.45

GLUs per adjusted
forage hectare 1.67 1.57 -6 1.45 1.44



the size of farm with the high interest group on average one third larger.

The percentage of land owner-occupied remained at about 67 per cent

throughout the five years on the low interest farms, whilst the high

interest group showed an increase from 45 per cent to 63 per cent over

the period. This clearly made additional funds necessary and thus

influenced the level of interest charges subsequently payable. Whereas

the livestock numbers on the low interest farms showed little change

except for a compensatory increase in sheep at the expense of cattle,

there was overall an 8 per cent increase on the high interest farms.

Cattle continued to account for a greater proportion of the grazing

livestock units than sheep on the high interest farms but on average the

low interest farms were more intensively stocked especially at the start

of the survey in 1977/78. The adjusted stocking rate fell on both groups

reflecting an increased reliance on purchased fodder and keep.

Measures of the relative financial performance of the two groups are

set out in Table 3.3, and by these criteria the high interest farms are

Table 3.3 High and low interest farms.: financial results

'Low interest' farms 'High interest' farms

1977/78 1931/82 % change 1977/78 1981/82 % change

E. per farm

Total output 24085 36213 50 29144 52394 80

Total variable inputs 8208 12263 49 10117 18903 87

Gross margin 15877 23950 51 19027 33491 76

Total fixed costs* 9330 16969 81 11895 22049 85

Net farm income 6497 6981 7 7132 11442 61

Labour of farmer
and spouse 3125 4523 45 3923 6330 61

Management and
investment income 3372 2458 727 3209 5112 59

Tenant's capital 33968 58127 71 43948 79504 81

Return on tenant's

capital (%) 9.9 4.2 -58 7.3 6.4 -12

*Excludes interest

seen to have fared much better than the low interest group. Total output,

gross margin, net farm income and management and investment income all
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increased on the high interest farms by a greater proportion than on the

low interest farms over the five years, although cost increases were

correspondingly higher. Although not apparent from the table, net farm

income on the low interest farms was 91 per cent of that on the high

interest farms in 1977/78, and management and investment income was 81 per

cent. By 1981/82 these proportions had fallen to 61 per cent and 48 per

cent respectively, indicating that the static situation on the low

interest farms resulted in a relative decline. Average tenant's capital

per farm on the low interest farms, already below that of the high

interest farms in 1977/78, increased by a smaller proportion over the five

year period. The net result of these trends was that return on capital,

when measured by management and investment income, fell from 9.9 per cent

to 4.2 per cent on the low interest farms but from 7.3 per cent to only

6.4 per cent on the high interest farms. Conventional analysis therefore

would appear to show that the latter group have come through several

difficult years for cattle and sheep farms in a relatively better position.

Following the procedure adopted in the main body of this report,

Table 3.4 contains the main measures of cash flow and credit use associated

Table 3.4 High and low interest farms : net farm income net cash flow

and changes in credit use

'Low interest' farms 'High interest' farms

1977/78 198032 % change 1977/78 1981/82 % change

Z per farm

Net farm income 6497 6981 7 7132 11442 61

Net profit before interest 9642 13910 44 10662 18113 70

Net profit after interest 9468 13651 44 9835 13240 35

Trading net cash flow 8536 10005 17 6215 9511 53

Capital net cash flow 1869 2419 29 3826 11606 203

Trading and capital net

cash flow (deficit) 6667 7586 14 2389 (2095) -188

Personal net cash flow 5195 7602 46 4681 8617 84

Total net cash flow

(deficit) 1472 (16) -101 (2292) (10712) -367

Financed by increase

(decrease)in credit use:

Long term loans (85) 26 131 627 873 39

99 -Short term loans (1387) (10) 1665 9839 491

Increase (decrease)
in credit use (1472) 16 -101 3672292 10712

Accumulated total loans 384 881 129 12206 40162 229
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with the levels of net farm income and profit reported for both high and

low interest farms. Although both the increase in net farm income and net

profit before interest was on average, proportionally greater on the high

interest farms, the influence of higher interest charges reduced the

relative increase in net profit. Consequently average net profit after

interest on the low interest farms overtook that on the high interest.farms

during the study period. In terms of trading net cash flow, however, the

high interest farms succeeded in closing the gap between the two groups •

although at E9511 per farm in the final year it was still E494 lower. The

largest disparities between the two groups are seen in the area of capital

expenditure. On the low interest farms this was at the extremely low level

of E1869 per farm in 1977/78 and had increased by only 29 per cent in

1981/82. On the high interest farms the net capital expenditure trebled to

£11606. As a result the combined trading and capital net cash flow only

increased by 14 per cent on the low interest farms, whilst on the high

interest farms it fell from a surplus of E2389 in 1977/78 to a deficit of

E2095 in 1981/82. The personal net cash flow (private expenditure less

private funds introduced) rose more rapidly on the high interest farms,

although from a lower level, and indicates a possible decline in living

standards of the low interest farms. In total net cash flow terms the low

interest farms moved from a surplus of E1472 to a small deficit at E16 per

farm. On the high interest farms the deficit almost quadrupled to E10712

as a result of the higher capital and private expenditure, the funding

coming largely from increases in bank overdraft. The accumulated total

loans remained negligible on the low interest farms but rose from ,12206

to E40162 on the high interest group.

This cash flow analysis clearly gives a rather different picture to

that obtained by conventional income analysis. In particular it identifies

the considerable increase in the net cash flow deficit which occurred on

the high interest group of farms and the consequent increase in credit use.

Without capital investment in land, buildings and machinery both groups of

farms could have met private expenditure without incurring an overall

deficit. This suggests that for this type of farming at least substantial

capital expenditure cannot be adequately financed from the cash flow.
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Changes in liabilities and assets

The assets and liabilities of the two groups are summarised in Table

3.5 and the major balance sheet ratios in Table 3.6. Dealing with the low

Table 3.5 High and low interest farms : assets and liabilities

'Low interest' farms 'High interest' farms

1977/78 1981/82 % change 1977/78 1981/82 % change

per farm

Assets

Land and buildings
- excl. revaluation 98582 103176 5 164907 142254 36
-(incl. revaluation) (166066) 68 (217652) 107

Tenant's physical assets
- excl. revaluation 36130 50604 40 51125 73098 43
-(incl. revaluation) (55602) 54 (80366) 57

Tenant's liquid assets 4456 5147 i6 2946 3965 35

Total assets
- excl. revaluation 139168 158927 14 158978 219317 38
-(incl. revaluation) (226815) 63 (301983) 90

Liabilities

Long and medium
term loans

Bank overdraft •

Other short term
loans and HP.

Creditors

Total external
liabilities

2598 2000 -23 6982 16523 137

350 865 147 6360 22837 • 259

32 171 434 35 812 2220

2062 3868 88 2031 5330 162

5042 6904 37 15408 45502 195

Net worth
- excl. revaluation 134126 152023 13 143570 173815 21
-(incl. revaluation) (219911) 64 (256481) 79

Total liabilities
- excl. revaluation 139163 158927 14 158978 219317 38
-(incl. revaluation) (226315) 63 (301983) 90

interest farms first, the lack of investment in land, buildings and improve-

ments is shown by an increase of only 5 per cent in their value over the five

years if revaluation is excluded. On the other hand, tenant's physical assets
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if revalued, increased by 54 per cent to £55602 per farm in 1981/82 and by

40 per cent to £50604 if the machinery revaluation is excluded. Liquid

assets declined as a proportion of total assets but nevertheless

represented well over' E5000 per farm in 1981/82. The increase in total

assets exactly matched the rate of inflation if the revaluation of land,

buildings and machinery is included. Total external liabilities rose by

£1862 per farm, an increase of 37 per cent which was little more than half

the prevailing inflation rate. Net worth excluding revaluation was 13 per

cent higher, but increased by 64 per cent if this is included, again

keeping pace with inflation.

The balance sheet ratios presented in Table 3.6 indicate a reduction

in the importance of loan capital and show the business to be extremely

soundly based with an owner equity ratio of 97 per cent in 1981/82. There

was a reduction in liquidity as measured by both the current ratio and the

liquidity ratio but this could be interpreted as reflecting the restricted

flow of cash funds.

Table 3.6 High and low interest farms balance sheet ratios*

Ratio (as percentage)

 .11.1110.111

!Low interest! farms !High interest! farms

1977/78 1981/82 1977/78 1981/82

Owner equity -

Net worth

Total assets

Gearing -

(1) 
Long term loans

Net worth

Total loans+
(2)

Net worth

Fixed assets -

Fixed assets
Total assets

Current -

Current assets

Current liabilities

Liquidity -

Liquid assets

Current liabilities

96.4 97.0 90.3 84.9

1.9 0.9 4.9 6.4

2.2 1.4 9.3 15.7

87.1 88.1 86.0 87.5

731.9 552.4 264.9 130.7

182.3 105.0 35.0 13.7

*Including revaluation

tAn extended measure of gearing which includes short term loans
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On the high interest farms thore was a much greater increase in the

value of land and buildings, which including revaluation doubled over the

five 7-ears„.reflecting investment made in• both areas. The increase in

tenant-type physical assets,. although similar in percentage terms, started

from a higher level on the high interest farms. Total assets rose by 38

per cent or by 90 per cent if revaluation is included. With regard to

liabilities long-term loans increased by 29541 per farm, bank overdrafts

by 216477 per farm and other loans and creditors by 24076 per farm, giving

a total increase in credit in excess of 230000 per farm (195 per cent).

The increase in net worth nevertheless outstripped that on the low interest

farms at 21 per cent, or 79 per cent allowing for revaluation. This is

discussed in more detail below.

The balance sheet ratios, based on revalued assets, indicate a decline

in the owner equity ratio to the still secure level of 84.9 per cent in

1981/32 as a result of the substantially increased gearing. By the final

year total loans represented 15.7 per cent of net worth compared with 9.3

per cent in 1977/78. However, it was in the area of liquidity that the

greatest changes occurred. The current ratio declined from 265 per cent to

131 per cent; and while the valtie of current assets was still sufficient

to cover current liabilities, the measure of safety provided was greatly

reduced. Indeed, with a decline also in the liquidity ratio from an

already narrow 35 per cent to a mere 14 per cent it would appear that in

1981/82 some of these farms would have been extremely vulnerable to adverse

changes in short term credit policy.

The influence of private funds introduced on the recorded changes in

net worth is examined in Table 3.7. This shows that the larger percentage

increase in net worth achieved by the high interest group was influenced,

at least in part, by the level of private funds introduced. When these are

excluded the two groups had an identical percentage increase over the five

years. However, one justification for a continuous process of investment,

whether funded from private or external sources, is the long term growth

in asset value. When the accumulated revaluation increment is taken

account of the high intevesf .fa.rfne obtained a marginally higher increase

52-1 ncrt vroi-th.
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Table 3.7 High and low interest farms : changes in net worth

'Low interest' farms 'High interest' farms

1977/78 1981/82 % change 1977/78 1981/82 % change

E per farm

Net worth
(excl. revaluation) 134126 152023 13 143570 173815 . 21

Less: Private funds
introduced 6712 - 18652

Adjusted net worth 134126 145311 8 143570 155163 8

Add: Revaluation
increment - 67888 - 82666

Adjusted net worth
134126 213199 59 143570 237829 66

(incl. revaluation)

In summary, the low interest farms were about 25 per cent smaller in

area and, throughout the survey period, were more intensively stocked than

the high interest farms. The level of income achieved on average was

persistently lower on the low interest ,farms with the disparity between the

two groups increasing over the period. For instance, net farm income

increased by seven per cent and 60 per cent on the low and high interest

farms respectively between 1977/78 and 1981/82. This was largely because,

by comparison with the other farms, the low interest group obtained a much

smaller increase in output and in farm gross margin but suffered a similar

increase in fixed costs. Consequently while both groups in terms of return

on capital had achieved similar results in 1977/78, by 1981/82 the

performance of the low interest farms had fallen to a greater extent than

that of the high interest farms.

When the main net cash flows were calculated the funding situation on

the high interest farms appeared less satisfactory. Certainly the trading

•net cash flow had increased more rapidly on these farms although it was

still lower when measured on a per farm basis than the low interest farms

in 1981,/82. However, this had been associated with a much higher level of

capital investment in land, buildings and machinery, which, in the final

year, was almost five times higher than that found on the low interest

farms. Personal net cash flow also increased more rapidly on the high

interest farms and ended at a higher level. In consequence, the total
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net cash flow of the high interest farms in 1981/82 ran to a deficit of

£10712 per farm which was financed by a corresponding increase in credit

use, total loans being over three times greater at the end of the five year

period than in 1977/78. Asset revaluation strongly influenced the balance

sheet analysis and as a result, the long-term financial stability of the

high interest group was soundly based although there was evidence on

certain farms of possible liquidity problems. It should be pointed out,

though, that this type of asset value adjustment takes no account of

potential capital gains tax liability and therefore could considerably

overstate the ultimate net increase in net worth. Even excluding

revaluation, however, the net worth of these high interest farms increased

by 21 per cent.

The low interest farms appeared to have adopted a non-borrowing policy

objective and throughout the survey period cash flow restrictions greatly

limited their investment in stock, machinery and buildings. Private living

standards as measured by the personal net cash flow were also affected and

fell well behind the rate of inflation over the five years. In contrast

the high interest farmers had been willing to borrow money to finance

necessary investment and were able to achieve higher incomes and an

improved standard of living. If cash flow problems on cattle and sheep

farms continue, and there is little evidence to suggest that they will not,

both groups of farms would be seriously affected. It would appear that

those who were initially willing to borrow were successful in improving

their farm structure and their net worth in current value terms to a

greater extent than the non-borrowing farms, and also obtained an increase

in their real standard of living. It is difficult to envisage, however, an

overall reduction in their scale of credit use without a serious impairment

of the farm's productive capacity, since it is only likely to be achieved

by a realisation of assets. In the absence of any such reduction, the

emergence of 'hard core' borrowing will give rise to future charges on farm

incomes which could be crippling, although the extent of their impact will

clearly depend upon future farming profitability, the level of such

borrowing and movements in the rate of interest payable.

This limited survey shows that both of the groups of farms selected

for comparison have suffered from constrained cash flows but that a major

factor in the degree of constraint is the individual farmer's attitude to

borrowing. Furthermore, in those instances where a farmer's borrowing has
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been substantial the lender may well seek to be involved in the farm

decision-making and will almost certainly require regular evidence of

financial performance. For a considerable number of farmers on this type

of farm this factor is likely to outweigh the disadvantages suffered by

the low interest farms.
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APPENDIX A

Table 1 Assets : 25 cattle and sheep farms

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Number of farms

Average size (hectares)

25 25 25 25 25

91.5 92.7 93.1 93.2 92.4

E per farm

Fixed assets

Land and buildings* 101618 107762 109876 117893 121932

Machinery* 12636 12725 13664 12922 12788

Breeding livestock 13463 14883 15977 17251 19618

Other miscellaneous assets 945 966 809 1367 1308

Current assets

Trading livestock 12234 14623 17309 17134 20873

Crops 2820 3144 3932 3810 4225

,Consumable stores 1229 1678 2008 2098 2589

Debtors 1820 2259 2591 2822 3454

Bank and cash balances 1912 1831 1120 1313 11.6.

Total assets* 148677 159871 167286 176610 187913

Revaluation increments:

Land and buildings

Annual
Accumulating

Machinery

Annual
Accumulating

- 34458 23231 10457 749
- 34458 57689 68146 68895

1572 2376 1718 421
1572 3948 5666 6087

*Excluding revaluation
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APPENDIX A

Liabilities : 25 cattle and sheep farms

1977/73 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Number of farms

Average size (hectares)

25 25 25 25 25

91.5 92.7 93.1 93.2 92.4

per farm
Long term liabilities

ANC 1300 1296 1351 1350

Bank loans 107 482 729 1131 954

Other 4595 6367 6031 6056 . 6667

Total 4702 8149 8056 8538 8971
-------

Short term liabilities

Bank overdraft 3235 4342 6339 6896 11411

Other loans and HP 33 92 565 464 479

Creditors 2047 2795 4052 3977 4570

Total 5315 7229 10956 11337 16460

Total external liabilities 10017 15378 19012 19875 25431 -

Opening net worth (excl.reval.) 133757 138660 144493 148274 156735

Add: Net farm income 6814 7351 6340 5582 9122
Unpaid labour 1295 1532 2011 2352 2848
Rental value 1747 2151 2619 3213 3826

Private funds introduced 2830 5256 4305 9127 4457
Grants 207 336 316 898 669

(Less): Interest on borrowed
tenant's capital
Depreciation on tenant's
improvements
Landlord-type expenses

Private drawings
Private investment

Other adjustments: add(subtract

(487) (748) (1458) (2169) (2474)

(-) (129) (141) (230) (286)
(28) (41) (61) (79) (92)

(5465) (6914) (7427) (7231) (8980)
(2315) (2656) (2623) (2892) (3567)

305 (305) (100) (110) 224

Closing net worth (excl.reval.) 138660 144493 148274 156735 162482

Total liabilities
(excl. revaluation)

148677 159871 167286 , 176610 187913
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APPENDIX A

Table 3 Distribution of farm incomes and loans : 25 cattle and sheep farms

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 196182

No of farms

Net farm income (E per farm) .

Over 15000 1 1 2 1 5

10001 - 15000 3 4 2 4 4

5001 - 10000 14 12 9 9 9

0 - 5000 7 6 10 8 6

Deficit - 2 2 3 1

Total no of farms 25 25 25 25 25

Management and investment

income CC per farm)

Over 15000 1 - 1 - ...

10001 - 15000 - 1 1 1 4

5001 - 10000 7 7 3 3 6

0 - 5000 13 13 12 10 8

Deficit 4 4 8 11 7

Total no of farms 25 25 25 25 25

Long term loans CC per farm)

Over 15000

10001 - 15000

5001 - 10000

1 - 5000

Nil

1 3 4 3 4

4 5 if 3 3

4 3 4 6 6

5 4 2 2 1

11 10 11 11 11

Total no of farms 25 25 25 25 25

Short term loans and creditors

CC per farm)

Over 15000

10001 - 15000

5001 - 10000

1- 5000

2 3 5 5

1 2 6 5

5 6 3 3•

17 14 11 12

5

9

Total no of farms 25 25 25 25 ' 5
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Table 4 Indices of inputs and outputs

1977 = 100

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Clean cattle

Clean sheep

Wool

100 115 127 134 148

100 112 119 135 161

100 101 105 97 96

Yearling beef x dairy steers 100 122 136 140 158

Calves Hereford x Friesian bull 100 136 161 156 167

Cattle feed 100 96 110 119 126

Fertiliser 100 116 125 147 • 163

Veterinary 100 114 129 151 175

Energy 100 103 124 163 197

Machinery repairs 100 112 126 146 156

New machinery 100 113 126 145 157

General expenses 100 118 131 142 179

Labour 100 115 134 162 179

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

CSO
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The relationship between net farm income, profit and cash flow

Since measured net farm income does not necessarily move in line with

the cash generating,potential of the farm business, certain adjustments

must be made in order to determine the net effect on cash flow over a'given

period. The procedure by which net farm income is progressively adjusted

to produce the trading net cash flow is not necessarily the only system

which could have been used,. but was adopted as an orderly and logical

approach and furthermore conforms with established practice.
1 

The method

is expressed diagrammatically opposite. It should be noted that interest

charges relate to all interest including that resulting from long-term

loans associated with land purchase or buildings improvement schemes.

The first stage involves the conversion of net farm income to net

profit by adding back the imputed charges, which comprise the value of

unpaid manual work by family members and the rental value of owner-occupied

land and buildings. Net profit has been shown both before and after

interest.

The second stage encompasses the adjustments made to net profit to

arrive at the trading cash flow, which represents the flow of funds

resulting from the trading activities of the farm. The annual charge for

depreciation does not involve a cash flow and so must be added back to net

profit. Changes in the level of creditors and debtors also influence cash

flow since these can represent either a source of funds (as with an increase

in creditors or a decrease in debtors) or a use of funds (as with a decrease

in creditors or an increase in debtors). Finally the effect of any change

in the valuation of live and deadstock must be removed. An increase in

valuation, for example, would produce a corresponding increase in net farm

income but since the value of these assets had not been realised it would

not affect the actual inflow of funds. The figure thus determined is

termed the trading net cash flow.

Two further major cash flows can be identified and the relationship

between the trading net cash flow (including all interest charges) the

1 See Definitions of Terms used in Agricultural Business Management, 2nd

edition, December 1977, Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food.



Source of Use of
funds funds

Unpaid labour
Rental value

Valuation decrease
Creditors increase
Debtors decrease

Net profit
after interest

Capital sales
and grants

Private funds
introduced

Increase
in loans

Trading net
cash flow

V

Interest charges

Valuation increase
  Creditors decrease

Debtors increase

Trading and capital '
net cash flow

Capital
expenditure

Total net
cash flow

1\
Deficit Surplus

Private
" drawings

Decrease
in loans
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capital net cash flow (capital expenditure less revenue in the form of

sales and grants), and the personal net cash flow can be summarised as

follows:

Capital
net cash flow

Trading

net cash flow

\x'

Total
, net cash flow

Personal
net cash flow

The total net cash flow thus derived may be either a surplus

(producing a net reduction in borrowing or a net increase in credit balances)

or a deficit, where of course the opposite would apply.

The capital net cash flow consists of the expenditure on capital items

including machinery, improvements and land, net of both sales and of grants

received. In normal circumstances this will give rise to a cash deficit and

when incorporated with the trading cash flow this represents the net cash

flow attributable to the farm business. The personal net cash flow includes

private drawings as an outflow together with the inflow of private funds

introduced. The latter comprises both small scale current receipts and

larger cash inflows which includes items such as private investments cashed

in and legacies. The residual after personal net cash flow has been

incorporated, termed total net cash flow, in this report represents the net

change in loans whether short or long term.
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APPENDIX C

Glossary

1 PHYSICAL

Farm type - mainly cattle and sheep farms which derive more than 50 per

cent of their standard farm gross margin from cattle and sheep.

Less favoured areas include farms in receipt of hill livestock

compensatory allowances.

Average farm size refers to the utilised agricultural area (UAA) which

is the sum of the arable area, permanent pasture, the enclosed rough

grazings and the area of permanent crops, and excludes buildings, roads

and woodland.

Tenure - rented area includes land for which actual rent is paid at

market value. Owner occupied area includes all other land for which a

rental value, based on market value, is assessed.

Grazing livestock  units - the different, categories of grazing livestock

have been converted to livestock units by means of the following

conversion factors:-

Dairy cow

Heifers in calf and cattle over two years

Cattle 1-2 years

Cattle 0-12 months

Lowland ewes

Upland ewes

Other sheep (based on the annual averages)

Grazing
livestock units

1.00

o.8o

o.6o

0.40

0.12

0.10

0.12

Stocking rate is the ratio of the total grazing livestock units to the

forage hectares.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Livestock enterprise output comprises the total revenue for livestock

and livestock products, livestock production grants, produce consumed,

and milk and milk products fed on the farm; adjusted for livestock

valuation changes and transfers between enterprises; less purchases

of livestock and livestock products from outside the farm business.

Cash crop enterprise output is the total value of the production of

the current year's cash crops and excludes the profit and loss on the

disposal of the previous years' cash crops.

Miscellaneous revenue includes the domestic portion of the farmhouse

rent, rent of cottages used for the farm business, hirework,

miscellaneous production grants, excluding livestock production

grants, a proportion of any grants on machinery and permanent crops,

the profit or loss on the disposal of the previous years' cash crops,

the gross output of forage crops and any other sundry item of farm

revenue.

Total output is the sum of the livestock and cash crop enterprise

outputs plus miscellaneous revenue.

Variable costs are those which can readily be allocated to specific

enterprises and which vary directly with the scale of production.

They include purchased feed, home-grown cereals fed, veterinary and

other livestock costs, seeds (including home-grown), fertilisers, other

crop costs (all items adjusted for valuation changes where appropriate),

casual labour and contract charges.

Total gross margin is total output less total variable costs.

Fixed costs are those which are not easily allocated to enterprises

and do not vary materially with minor changes in individual enterprises.

They include the charge for regular labour (excluding the manual labour

of the farmer and spouse but including an imputed charge for other

unpaid family workers), machinery costs including depreciation, rent

and rates and general overheads such as land maintenance, electricity,

water charges, general insurances, office expenses and any other

miscellaneous charges.
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Total costs is the sum of variable and fixed costs.

Net farm income (NFI) is the excess of total output over total costs

and represents the reward to the • farmer and spouse for their manual

labour and management and a return on tenant's capital.

Farmer and spouse labour refers to the estimated value of manual

work supplied at current farm rates.

Management and investment income (M and II) is net farm income less

the value of the manual labour of the farmer and spouse and represents

a reward for management and a return on capital.

Tenant's capital is the average of the breeding livestock, machinery,

physical working assets, and liquid assets of the business as measured

at the beginning and end of the accounting period.

Interest charges include all interest charges on short and long term

loans, creditors and hire purchase relating to the farm business.

• Net profit after interest is net farm income plus the imputed costs of

unpaid labour and rental value, less all farm interest charges but

before tax deductions.

3 CASH FLOW

Trading  net cash flow is the net profit after interest adjusted for

changes in debtors, creditors and trading valuations plus depreciation.

Capital net cash flow is the net flow of funds relating to land,

buildings, machinery and miscellaneous assets.

Personal net cash flow is the net flow of funds relating to non-farm

items. These include private funds withdrawn for personal use, life

assurance, tax payments, together with perquisites, and the net effect

of funds invested outside, or introduced to, the farm business.• •

Total net cash flow is trading net cash flow adjusted for personal

and capital net cash flows.
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4 LIABILITIES AND ASSETS

Assets include all items owned by the farm business which have a

realisable money value and all claims which the business has on others

in respect of items with a realisable money value.

Fixed assets are assets which are not used up in the course of a single

production cycle and, therefore, cannot be realised without impairing

the existing productive capacity of the business. They represent the

longer-term investment in the business and include farm property in the

form of land, buildings and all improvements thereto, glasshousesi

machinery and breeding livestock. Land, buildings, improvements,

glasshouses and machinery have been subjected to revaluation procedures

to reflect their current value to the business.

Current assets are assets which circulate within the business in the

course of the production cycle. They consist of physical working

assets and liquid assets.

Physical working assets comprise the raw materials and stock-in-trade

of the business normally intended for conversion into cash within one

production cycle. They include trading livestock, harvested and

growing crops, stocks of livestock products and items of deadstock

excluding machinery.

Liquid assets are those which require little or no conversion to

generate cash. They include cash balances in hand or at the bank,

pre-payments, short-term loans and sundry debtors.

Total assets is the sum of the fixed and current assets of the business.

Liabilities represent the value of claims which the various suppliers

of funds to a business have on its assets.

Long term loans consist of loans, mortgages and other debts which,

under normal circumstances, are not liable to early recall. Examples

include Agricultural Mortgage Corporation mortgages, bank loans and

private and family loans.
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Current liabilities are claims upon the assets of the business which

may have to be met within the span of a normal production or accounting

period: They include sundry trade creditors and accrued charges, bank

overdrafts and short-term loans.

Total external liabilities is the sum of long-term loans and current

liabilities.

Net worth or owner's equity is the residual claim which the owners of

a business have against its assets after all external claims against

them have been met.

Total liabilities comprise long-term loans, current liabilities and

net worth.

Owner equity ratio measures owner equity (net worth) as a percentage

of the total assets of the business and, in so doing, measures the

extent of the internal funding of the business or, alternatively, the

reliance of the business on outside sources of finance. Existing

levels of borrowing by the business will clearly be of interest to

prospective additional lenders.

Gearing ratio (1) measures the relationship between long-term loans

and owner equity as contributory sources to the long-term capital

invested in the farm business and is expressed as a percentage with

the loan capital as the numerator and owner equity as the denominator.

Farming generally tends to be low-geared (i.e. employs relatively

little outside finance) particularly when compared with manufacturing

industries. The importance of any increase in this ratio lies in the

immediate increase in the prior charges (in the form of interest) which

are placed on available income as a consequence.

Gearing ratio (2) is an extending measure of gearing which measures

the relationship between total loans and owner equity.
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Fixed asset ratio measures the relative importance of fixed assets (the

means of production) within the overall asset structure of t
he business.

While fixed assets invariably predominate in farming, it is impera
tive

that the volume of the remaining assets (current assets e
ntering

directly 'into the production process) is sufficient to gener
ate enough

income to adequately maintain and reward the capital inv
ested and to

recompense the management and manual effort expended i
n its organisation.

Current ratio expresses current assets as a percentage
 of current

liabilities and measures the amount of cover which is
 afforded by the

current assets of the business to those outstanding c
laims against the

business which may be presented in the shorter term (
current

liabilities). Normally one will expect current assets to exceed

current liabilities in order that the future productiv
e capacity of the

business is not threatened by the potential need to li
quify any part of

its fixed assets to meet short-term claims. What the amount of the

excess should be will depend on the nature of the produc
tion processes

undertaken but, as a general guide, it should be noted that 
the more

prominently do liquid assets (cash and near-cash balances) featu
re

within the total of current assets the narrower can the curren
t ratio

safely be.

Liquidity ratio expresses liquid assets as a percentage of curre
nt

liabilities and measures the extent to which fully liquid assets - cas
h

and near-cash assets - are readily available to meet the more immediate

claims which may be made against the business. Normally one would look

to the maintenance of parity between current liabilities and liquid

assets unless special circumstances (e.g. the granting of bank over-

draft facilities) justify a relaxation of this requirement.

a


